The Sproule History - 1005 – 1900
This document was in the papers of the late Dr Brian J Sproule (Coldstream) and was copied
by Adrian Fletcher in 2009.
I have no idea where the information came from originally, though it seems unlikely that it
was authored by Brian himself and the title and content indicate that it was compiled in the
earlier 1900s. It certainly has an authentic ring about it. It also seems to have originally had
sections (now missing) on other family branches. Web searches for Mathewsons of Ardstraw
(wrongly spelt “Ardstran” in the document), Harpur and Sproule will possibly uncover some
descendant document if one had a few hours to spare! This may also locate the sections
missing from the paper we have.
The final page of the document relates directly to the family tree work I have been doing on
the Sproule family from “Denamona”, Fintona in Co Tyrone, N Ireland. Its contents have
been loaded into my “Roots Magic” data base without further checks yet. To date I have not
spent any time unravelling the earlier part of the document.
Joseph Sproule and family emigrated to N Monaghan, Peterborough, Ontario in May 1860.
We think that Joseph’s brother Robert emigrated to Canada in 1871 (still to be verified). His
son Alexander Harpur Robinson (AHR) Sproule married Robert’s daughter Matilda in
Peterborough in February 1874 (original record downloaded). In November 1880 AHR’s
uncle (mother’s brother), Dr John Robinson MD JP, died childless, and left his large house
(“Denamona” in Fintona, Co Tyrone) and attached 209 acre estate to AHR's children, with
AHR to be trustee on their behalf. AHR returned to Ireland with his wife and four kids just
after the Canadian Census of 1881. AHR drank and ran the estate into the ground, and most
of the children never saw a brass razoo of their inheritance.
I have downloaded images of the original Canadian census returns for the Joseph Sproule
family for all the years 1861 – 71 – 81 – 91 and 1901, and the AHR family for 1881, and the
death record for Joseph in November 1902 using the Canadian site of “Ancestry”
(subscription needed). In the 1871 Canadian Census 24 year old A H R Sproule is listed as a
photographer, similar at his 1874 marriage, but by post-inheritance 1881 he has become a
gentleman! All of this (and more) will be loaded onto ciaofamiglia before too long.
Census data about the A H R Sproule family back in Ireland (Fintona, Co Tyrone) can be
discovered in the Irish Censuses for 1901 and 1911, where the originals and transcripts can be
downloaded free of charge from www.census.nationalarchives.ie and include property
assessments for eg “Denamona”, the huge Sproule Palazzo which itself must have had an
interesting history. I have also located Jimmy Sproule as a medical student in Dublin in
1911.
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